A distance function between points in space-time is defined and used to consider the manifold as a topological metric space. The properties of the distance function are investigated: conditions under which the metric and manifold topologies agree, the relationship with the causal structure of the space-time and with the maximum lifetime function ofWald.and Yip, and in terms of the space of causal curves. The space-time is then completed as a topological metric space; the resultant boundary is compared with the causal boundary and is also calculated for some pertinent examples.
Moreover, in general it is difficult or impossible to extend the causal and differentiable structure of the space-time to the boundary. Clearly this is crucial to solving the equations near the singularity. Belinskii, Khalatnikov, and Lifshitz 8 did this using a method of successive approximations in Einstein's equations, assuming certain coordinate conditions. The validity of these coordinate conditions has been examined by Barrow and Tipler 9 and more recently by Wald and Yiplo in the special case of "simultaneous synchronous coordinates" (Gaussian normal coordinates in which the singularity takes place everywhere at t = 0), although the most general version 8 of the work of Belinskii, Khalatnikov, and Lifshitz does not use simultaneous synchronous coordinates.
This paper suggests a new approach through which solutions to some of these problems may be found. The manifold is made into a topological metric space by the introduction of a distance function, where the distance between two points is a measure of the difference between the chronological pasts and futures of the points. The metric space is then completed and the additional points form the boundary of this construction. Although the metric defined here is not differentiable it may be usable to obtain bounds for derivatives in some approximation procedure. And by its very nature, of course, it provides a precise definition of "near" a singularity. Moreover, being closer in spirit to the causal boundary construction of Geroch, Kronheimer, and Penrose, 2 it is more "global" than the constructions considered by Geroch, Liang, and Wald 7 and avoids the difficulties in the example they present.
In Sec. II we define the distance function D and show that it is a metric. In Sec. III we investigate some properties of the metric, concentrating on its continuity, since when D is continuous, the metric and manifold topologies agree. We consider necessary and sufficient conditions for continuity, relating properties of D to the causal structure of the spacetime, to conditions on the maximum lifetime function of Wald and Yip, 10 and in terms of the space of causal curves on M, given the usual CO topology.
We construct the D boundary in Sec. IV and consider several examples. Then, in order to compare the D boundary to the related causal boundary, we define a causal structure on the completed metric space. This enables us to show that the part of the D boundary which has either a past or a future is homeomorphic to the part of the causal boundary which is generated by uniformly continuous curves, thus generalizing some of the observations made in the discussion of the examples. Finally in the conclusion, Sec. V, we summarize and suggest further directions to be investigated. 
Property (iii), the triangle inequality, is really the key property. The triangle inequality is often the hardest property to satisfy when one attempts to define a topological metric. The fact that it emerges neatly here out of the causal structure of space-time is some reason to take D seriously. Now we use D to define a topological metric on M. Let
Proof' Since I -(PI and I -(q) are past sets, the proof of Proposition 2.1 carries over line by line except for the second statement in (i). But (M,g ) is distinguishing means that for all
Replacing past by future throughout the preceding discussion gives a dually defined metric D +. (For most of the definitions and results which follow, only one of the pastfuture dyad will be stated explicitly; the dual is to be assumed.) Then, abusing the notation slightly, we define
and observe that D is a metric on M since D + and D -are. The pair (M,D ) is now a topological metric space so we will be able to complete it and thus effectively to attach a boundary to M. Before doing so, however, we investigate some of the properties of (M,D ).
III. PROPERTIES
Although D is a metric on M, D (p,q) need not be finite. For example, Minkowski space D (p,q) is infinite for all length in I -(P) 6.I -(q) . To avoid situations like this we restrict our attention to space-times of finite timelike. diameter (BE, 3 p. 329) , that is, those with finite length for all timelike curves. This includes, e.g., the closed Friedmann universe, the region 0 < r < 2m in the maximally extended Schwarzschild solution, and any globally hyperbolic space-time which is the future development of a Cauchy surface on which the maximum lifetime function ofWald and Yiplo is finite.
Since D (p,q) depends on the length of curves in p6.q= (I -(P) Then, sinceD + andD -are non-negative, bothD p+ (p" ) and D p-(P" ) must go to zero asp" _po SinceD + andD -satisfy the triangle inequality, the argument in the preceeding paragraph shows that each of D + and D -is continuous.
Prool (01 3.1): (:::» Consider B£(P) E~. We have metrics, E ± > 0.
Proof We consider rEM -U in the four possible regions and find, in each case, a q E au such that D -(p,r»D -(P,q»E-.
P6 -r ==I -(P)6I -(r),
so any q E I -(PI n au works.
(
, thenp is contained in the common future of I -(r) n I -(PI, which is defined as {s: (<=) Suppose D is not continuous. Then there is apE M and an E> ° such that for all neighborhoods U (P), there is a
Then there is no neighborhood U(P) E Jt such that U C B£/2(P). Thus B£/2(P)(!Jt. Hence the topologies do not agree, which is a contradiction. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. We have seen in Fig. 1 that D is not continuous for "step Minkowski space." In fact, this illustrates a necessary condition for the continuity of D.
Proposition 3.3: D is continuous:::>M is causally continuous. ll Proof Suppose M is not causally continuous. Then there is ap EM such that either I -or I + is not outer continuous at p. Without loss of generality, let I -be not outer continuous. Then (BE,3 HE, I and Hawking and Sachsll) there is a compact set K C M -I -(PI such that for all neighborhoods However, D reflects more than the causal structure of M. Since D depends on lengths of curves in M, conformal changes in the metric can affect continuity. In their discussion of the existence of simultaneous synchronous coordinates, Wald and Yiplo define a maximum lifetime function smooth, non-negative, vanishes outside the wedge, and rises to a maximum of 1 on an open 8 interval inside the wedge. They show that there is an E > Osuch thatl(P) > E for points P which have access to the wedge, i.e., I +(P) intersects ther< 0 portion of the wedge, for some 0> 0. Thus,fis discontinuous along the null segment shown, terminating at q such that I(q) = E. Moreover, D is clearly discontinuous along the entire null cone. This example illustrates, therefore, that causal continuity is not a sufficient condition for the continuity of D, and motivates the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4: D is continuous:::> lis continuous.
Proof Suppose I is not continuous. Then there is a P E MandanE> Osuch that for all neighborhoods U(P) E Jt, Note that r n J + Ip) must be null, i.e., r n J +Ip) is contained inJ +Ip) -I + Ip), since, ifrwere to intersect I +Ip) at a point r, we could find a neighborhood VIr) C I +Ip) and a points e rnI +Ip) nI -(r) suchthatsEi V. ThenI-(s)wouldbe a neighborhood of p so for q n e I -(s), r n n V = 0, hence r cannot lie on r if r is a limit curve of f rn }. But r C J +Ip), since r is causal and per. Thus r is null and L (r) = O. Now consider a sequence of points f r m} C r such that r m + 1 e I + (r m ) and f r m } is not convergent. Such a sequence exists because r is future inextendable. Since r is a limit curve of f r n }, for each r m we can find a sequence of points f sn.m} C r n such that sn,m ~ r m . By construction, the segment of r from p to r m , denoted by r; p ~ r m , is a limit curve of the sequence of segments of rn terminating at sn,m' denoted frn; ~sn,m}. By Proposition 2.21 ofBE,3 since Mis strongly causal, there is a subsequence of f r n ; ~ S n,m } which converges to r; p ~ r m in the CO topology on curves. The dual argument is the same so the theorem follows from Lemma 3.2.
Using Proposition 3.4 we also have the following incidental, but immediate, corollary. Having explored in some detail the relationship between the continuity of D and the various conditions which can be placed on the maximum lifetime function ofWald and Yip, we now examine the continuity of D from another point of view.
The usual CO topology on the space of causal curves (Ref. 12, p.49) can be modified to give a CO topology on the space of future (or past) inextendable causal curves. LetMbe strongly causal and let ~ denote the set of all future inextendable causal curves in M. Define ~ R (P,Q) = f r:r is a future inextendable causal curve in R from a point of Pinto, but not out of, Q }. The CO topology on ~ is defined by taking as the base the sets withP e vii, Q = I +Ip)forp e I -(r), whereris a future inextendable causal curve from a point of P, and R e vii such that P C R and Q C R. That this is indeed a topology on ~ follows immediately: r e ~ R (P,Q) and re ~ R,(P',Q')::}re ~ R-(P",Q"), where R" =R nR I, P" =PnP",andQ" =Q nQ'. Example 1: The simplest example is a strip of Minkowski space. That is, let M = Minkowski space with 0< t < 1. In this case we can compute D explicitly. In fact, for Having written down D explicitly, we can also check differentiability. Take, for example,p = (to,O) and considf!;r a point q approaching p along the t axis from below.
dD-(t)
. ( wheref(x) = sin(x) and S (r) is proportional to 1 -cos r in a matter dominated era and to sin r in a radiation dominated era. In this metric, radial geodesics satisfy
where E is an arbitrary constant which is zero for null geodesics and infinite for the geodesics which are the world lines for fundamental particles. Thus the length of a geodesic y is
Now, a sequence of points {qn J which converges to a pointp of M will have converging null cones, and geodesics lying in p6,.qn will therefore approach the null cone ofp. But
Thus ~ agrees with 1. Moreover, any sequence of points whose pasts or futures converge to a TIP or TIF will be a Cauchy sequence in (M, D), and hence a point in aDMby the same argument, so the D boundary and the causal boundary agree in this space, each consisting of two pieces isomorphic to S 3. This motivates the review of the causal boundary construction and the results relating the two boundaries which follow later in this section. Example 4: This is the example for which Geroch, Liang, and Wald 7 show that all geodesically continuous boundary constructions in which every incomplete geodesic of the original space-time terminates at a boundary point give non-T I (and hence non-Hausdorff) behavior. We know, a priori, that this cannot occur for our metric space construction, but let us examine exactly why the D boundary works for this example.
Take a strip of two-dimensional Minkowski space and choose three points p, s, and r as in Fig. 5 , where r lies on the future light cone of s. Let { Yi J be a sequence of smooth timelike curves which converge in the C°(p,r) topology to y followed by A. Each A i is a geodesic except for a short section of acceleration near s. These short sections can be covered by nonintersecting open sets, and Geroch, Liang, and Wald show that a conformal factor n can be chosen such that n makes each Yi a timelike geodesic, n = 1 on each Yi and n = 1 outside the open sets. Thus n can be chosen to be smooth everywhere buts so we excises from the manifoldM. Now, since the lengths of the geodesics Yi approach the length of Y, in any geodesically continuous boundary construction the sequence {r J will converge to the boundary point at s. (For more detail see Ref. 7.) What happens near s if we define D on this space-time? Although this is a singularity which blue-shifts nearby geo- desics, any sequ~nce of points which converges to s in the original Minkowski space will still be a Cauchy sequence in (M, D) . Thus the D boundary contains a point which we can identify with s. Moreover, D (r, s) is then clearly positive so the non-T I behavior of a geodesically continuous boundary construction has disappeared. This is consistent with the fact that the D boundary construction is not geodesically continuous in all cases. For example, in the "step Minkowski space" considered in Example 2, the boundary is clearly not geodesically continuous across y. In general this is a reflection of the global character of D discussed in Sec. III.
What relation does the D boundary construction have to other boundary constructions? To answer this question we begin by extending the causal structure of M to M. rn -+q, i.e.,D(rn,q) 
With this lemma we can relate the chronological pasts and futures of points on the D boundary to the TIP's and TIF's of the Geroch, Kronheimer, and Penrose causal completion.
2 Recall that an indecomposable past set (IP) is a nonempty past set which cannot be written as the union of two proper subsets which are also nonempty past sets. A terminal IP (TIP) is an IP which cannot be written as I -(PI for any p eM. We will use this result shortly, but the next step is the following proposition.
Proposition 4 Example 5: Consider a strip of Minkowski space-time again, as in Example 1; consider two spacelike separated points p and q in the strip. Remove the closures of their pasts and futures; see Fig. 6 . Then we have the curious phenomenon that Cauchy sequences appr9achingp and q are identified in the construction of aDM. Roughly speaking, p and q map to a single point in a DM. This phenomenon is generic to the case where the part of aDM with no past or future is nonempty, and illustrates the fact that it always consists of exactly one point in this case. This boundary point is always missing in Me because no TIP's or TIFs belong to it. v. CONCLUSION We have seen that defining a metric space topology on a spacetime, and then completing the metric space to obtain the D boundary provides a new procedure for constructing the "singular points" of a spacetime manifold. The new construction is different from, but related to several older constructions. In particular, it is closely related to the causal boundary, and conditions under which the two are the same have been obtained.
The new construction is different from the causal boundary, though, in that it provides a metric topology on the boundary. Also, the D boundary is by its nature more global than the g boundary and thus avoids the particular problem of the unphysical topology in the example of Geroch, Liang, and Wald. The detailed relation between the D boundary and this as well as other boundary constructions could be explored in future work. Moreover, the global and metric nature of the new construction suggests that it may be possible to use it to obtain bounds on solutions of Einstein's equation, despite the fact that, since D in general is not differentiable, it does not provide adequate coordinates in which to solve the equations exactly.
